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Introduction

In every democracy the choice and implementation of a policy are characterised by the interplay of the executive and legislative bodies. In this paper
we study how dierent constitutional structures, presidential and parliamentary, aect the incentives of politicians in presence of asymmetric information.
The debate over the relative merits of parliamentary and presidential
systems has been present in the economics and political science literature
for a very long time.

In the second half of the past century the issue has

been dissected in many ways but still, in spite of the numbers of pages
written, we have no consensus on which system has to be preferred.
We follow the seminal works of Persson and Tabellini [2002, 2005] that
showed how institutional setups have a relevant impact in shaping economic
policies, but we take a step further and look inside the mechanism through
which new laws see the light and become eective and study how the two
systems perform in terms of ecient policy selection.
Specically, we compare presidential versus parliamentary systems through
the following two-period setup. The government is dened by an executive
body, represented by a single player, and by a legislative body, represented
by a parliament composed of

L members.

At the beginning of the game each

player observes his type (i.e. policy/oce-oriented). In the rst period politicians observe the true state of the world while voters remain uninformed. At
this point the executive proposes a policy that has to be approved by majority in the parliament. At the end of the rst period also voters observe
the true state of the world, update their beliefs and then period two occurs
analogously.

The rst dierence between the two systems is the presence

of the condence vote as a key constitutional ingredient of the parliamentary system. The main implication of the condence requirement is that if
the policy proposed by the executive is rejected, new elections are called for
both government bodies. This allows the parliamentary system to replace
bad politicians even before the natural conclusion of the legislature; in turn
though, it makes the system also very sensitive to the incentives of legislators
who may have private agendas themselves and not act in the interest of voters. The other key dierence between the two constitutional frameworks is
that in the presidential system voters observe only the implemented policy,
while in the parliamentary one they observe also the policy proposed by the
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executive.
In our model the presidential system always selects the ecient policy,
therefore outperforming the parliamentary one. The force driving this result
is the perfect information of the parliament that corrects, by voting no, any
attempt at inecient behaviour by a, possibly, oce-oriented executive. The
fact that the length of the legislature does not depend on the approval of the
executive's proposal allows the parliament to vote for the implementation
of the ecient policy regardless of the composition of the legislative body.
Even oce-oriented members of the parliament vote for the ecient policy
to maximise their end-of-period reputation in the eye of the voters who, unlike the legislators, do not observe the true state of the world and update
their beliefs about the type of politicians by observing only the implemented
policy.

In a parliamentary system instead, oce-oriented legislators have

a strong incentive to approve anything proposed by the executive just to
avoid early elections and stay in oce until the natural end of the legislature and, as a consequence, the inecient policy will be implemented with
positive probability. The presence of the condence vote therefore generates
a distortion in the incentives of oce-oriented legislators. On the other side
though, the condence vote allows policy-oriented members of parliament to
replace an oce-oriented executive before the legislature is over. It follows
that the quality of the proposal in the second period improves because oceoriented governments are voted out of oce more often. This is a

eect

selection

that improves the executive performance in the parliamentary system

in the nal period with respect to the presidential one. The condence vote
has also a

disciplining eect

in the rst period, if the cost of implementing

the ecient policy is not too high, as the executive may propose the ecient
policy for fear of being voted against and face early elections.
On top of this, the observability of the executive's proposal in the parliamentary system improves the behaviour of the executive in the second
period, when new elections are certain and the executive wants to maximise
his end-of-period reputation with voters.
In our model the positive incentives in the parliamentary system are completely oset by the perfect behaviour of the parliament in the presidential
one that is driven by the symmetric information among politicians about the
state of the world.

At the end of the paper we provide a simple example

where the parliament is not perfectly informed about the state of the world
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and votes according to an informative signal. In this case the presidential
system no longer achieves full eciency, as the parliament may not correct
the misbehaviour of the executive due to an incorrect signal. We show that
in this case the parliamentary system may outperform the presidential one
and select the ecient policy with higher probability.
Our work is related, as mentioned above, to the literature that links constitutional design and economic policy that began with Persson and Tabellini
[2002, 2005] and to the literature on incentives in political economy (see for
example Besley [2007]). Like them we t in what Elgie [2005] calls the "third
wave" of studies that have addressed the relative merits of presidential and
parliamentary systems.
More precisely, the idea that a good way to judge a political system is
its ability to select the ecient policy comes from Besley and Coate [1998],
where, in a dierent setup, they identify a political failure as the inability to undertake a potentially Pareto improving public investment with the
available policy instrument.
Another related work is Diermeier and Vlaicu [2011] who study how
constitutional features inuence political behaviour in terms of legislative
success (passing of bills proposed by the executive) and they show that the
condence vote (that may send everybody home) is the critical feature that
may explain the dierent performance of a parliamentary and presidential
system in terms of legislative success. Also Becher [2012] believes that differences in executive-legislative institutions shape the policymaking capacity
of the two systems and identies the dissolution power of the executive in
the parliamentary framework as the force that leads to higher spending in
parliamentary systems versus presidential ones.
Our hierarchical agency structure is related to the one in Vlaicu [2008]
and Vlaicu and Whalley [2013] where they study accountability in government under dierent hierarchical controls without comparing dierent constitutions. Also in their models politicians have private information about
their type and voters and other politicians update their beliefs by observing
their institutional activities.
The structure of the papers is as follows: Section 2 describes the elements of the model, Sections 3 presents the equilibrium analysis, Section
4 contains an example where the assembly is not fully informed, Section 5
briey concludes. All proofs are in the Appendix.
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2

The model

We introduce a political economy framework of policy formation resulting
from the interplay between an executive and a legislative body. In order to
compare the two institutional setups, i.e.

a presidential and a parliamen-

tary system, we present the following two-period structure in which voters
(passive) and politicians face an uncertain policy environment.

Policy environment.

We assume a two-period model in which every pe-

t = 1, 2 is characterised by a state of the world st ∈ {sA , sB }. States are
1
equally likely, in that P[st = sk ] =
2 for k = A, B , and t = 1, 2, and independently distributed across periods. In every period a public good gt ∈ {A, B}
has to be produced where we assume that good A costs cA ∈ (0, 1) and we
normalize the cost of B to zero. In every period the amount of resources the
riod

executive can use either for the production of the public good or for private
consumption is one.
The policy is determined by the behaviour of the executive and the parliament: The executive proposes a policy

gte ∈ {A, B}

and the parliament

votes on it. If the parliament rejects the proposal a status-quo policy
is implemented.

Voters.

1

In this context voters are passive players in that we do not model

the voting stage. Hence, the electorate is composed by

N

homogeneous vot-

ers; with a slight abuse of notation we dene the per-period utility
such that for every

t = 1, 2

u(gt , sk )

k = A, B :
(
1, if gt = k
u(gt , sk ) =
0, otherwise.
and

g ∗ (st ),
(
A,
g ∗ (st ) =
B,

Hence, the ecient policy is

where:

We assume that voters perfectly observe

1

g0 = A

if
if

st = sA
st = sB .

s1

only at the end of period one.

We focus on g0 = A because this is the most interesting case, as A is the costly good.
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Executive.

The executive body cares about rents, which in our framework

are given by the amount of resources not invested in the public good (i.e.

1 − cgt )

and may also care directly about the implemented policy. Following

policy-oriented
oce-oriented if not. Be-

the political economy literature let us dene the executive
if he cares about the implemented policy, and

ing policy/oce-oriented is private information.

To be more specic, the

executive is characterized by a privately observed type

θe

= 1

means a policy-oriented executive.

e
being policy-oriented P[θ

θe ∈ {0, 1}

where

We denote the probability of

= 1] = γ .

The executive's utility function is:



U e = 1 − cg1 + θe u(g1 , s1 ) + π 1 − cg2 + θe u(g2 , s2 ) + εθbe .
where

u(gt , st )

is the per-period utility from policy experienced in case

the executive is policy-oriented.

e
cares about the policy, if θ

= 1,

The interpretation is that the executive
exactly in the same way as voters do. The

second part of the utility is weighted by the probability of being in power in
period two,

π.

Let

θbe

be the ex-post voters' belief on the probability that the

executive is policy-oriented, and let

ε ∈ [0, cA ].

The term

εθbe

represents in a

reduced form the executive's concerns about future elections. Intuitively, the
parametric assumption on

ε

ensures that, in period two, a policy-oriented

executive cares more about the implemented policy than about his nal
reputation.
The executive observes the state of the world in every period.

Parliament.

The legislative body has to approve or reject the executive's

policy proposal in each period. The parliament is composed of
lators,

l = 1, ..., L.

L (odd) legis-

Analogously to the executive body, every legislators can

be policy- or oce-oriented and this characteristic is his private information.
Hence, each legislator privately observes his type

θl ∈ {0, 1}

where

θl = 1

means a policy-oriented legislator. The probability of being policy-oriented is

P[θl = 1] = γ ,

and types are independent across members. We are therefore

assuming that both executive and legislative posts are lled with politicians
drawn from the same pool.
The utility function of legislator

l

is:



U l = (1 − θl )R + θl u(g1 , s1 ) + π (1 − θl )R + θl u(g2 , s2 ) + εθbp ,
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where

R ≥ ε is the oce-holding part of the legislator's utility while u(gt , st )

is the policy component. Oce-oriented legislators care about being in oce,
and their rent does not depend on the implemented policy. Policy-oriented
legislators, instead, only draw utility from the implementation of the ecient
policy.

The parametric assumption on

R

ensures that in the rst period

the oce-holding concerns are stronger than concerns for reputation for the
oce-oriented legislators. Moreover, as before,

εθbp

represents in a reduced

form the legislator's concerns about future elections, where

θbp

is the ex-

post voters' belief on the probability that the majority of the parliament is
policy-oriented.
Each legislator observes the state of the world in every period.

The institutional framework.

Both systems are analyzed over two pe-

riods. In the presidential system at
type, at

t=1

t=0

each player observes his private

the politicians observe the state of the world

s1 .

Then the

executive makes a policy proposal and, if it is dierent from the status quo
policy, the parliament votes to accept or reject it. Notice that if

gte = g 0 = A

then voting over the proposal is irrelevant. At the end of period one, voters observe the state of the world

s1

and, given the implemented policy

g1 ,

they update their beliefs on the type of the executive and on the type of the
parliament. In period two politicians observe

s2

and jointly determine the

policy, as described in period one. Voters, who do not observe
their beliefs on the executive and the parliament given
In the parliamentary system at
type, at

t=1

t = 0

s2 ,

update

g2 .

each player observes his private

the politicians observe the state of the world

s1 .

Then the

executive makes a policy proposal and, if it is dierent from the status quo
policy, the parliament votes to accept or reject it. If the policy is rejected a

e ) and a new parliament (Pe) are elected. The new executive
new executive (E
and the new legislators are randomly drawn from the same pool of politicians (with probability of being policy-oriented

γ ),

and we assume that the

probability that either the old executive or a member of the old parliament
is reelected is

0.

Hence in the parliamentary system, contrary to the pres-

idential one, voters may also infer the policy proposal of the executive, i.e.

g1e . At the end of period one, voters observe s1 and update their beliefs given
g1e and g1 . In period two politicians (also in case of reelected bodies) observe
s2 and jointly determine the policy, as described in period one. Voters, who
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do not observe

e
given g2 and

s2 ,

update their beliefs on the executive and the parliament

g2 .

Given the described structures, we notice that
system and

π≤1

π=1

for the presidential

for the parliamentary system.

Figure 1: The Presidential system
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Equilibrium analysis

3.1

The presidential system

The main constitutional feature of the presidential system is that, given the
absence of a condence vote, the executive and the parliament hold oce
in both periods.
bodies.

This characteristic has interesting consequences for both

The executive is not disciplined by the threat of a new election,

hence oce-oriented politicians oer the costless policy in both periods. Interestingly, the parliament, that does not control the executive through the
condence vote, induces the selection of the ecient policy outcome as a response to the following incentive scheme. On one hand, policy-oriented legislators maximise their utility by voting for the ecient policy. On the other
hand, oce-motivated legislators, whose utility function is

U l = 2R + εθbp ,

have the same behaviour because they maximise the nal reputation of the
parliament. We summarize this intuition in the following proposition:

Proposition 1

equilibrium:

In the presidential system we have the following pure-strategy

•

Each legislator approves B i st = sB ;

•

Both types of executive propose B if st = sB and they are indierent
between any policy proposal if st = sA .

Notice that even if we do not have uniqueness of the equilibrium strategies, we have uniqueness of the equilibrium outcome. As already mentioned,
even in this simple framework, the parliament (who does not have the disciplining power given by the condence vote) corrects any misbehaviour of
the executive by voting against inecient proposals.

The power of the

parliament in this context derives from: the undistorted incentive scheme
legislators face; the ability to ascertain the ecient policy (remember that
politicians observe the state of the world unlike the voters); the nature of the
status quo policy, which contrasts the interests of the oce-oriented executive.

2

Both types of executive are indierent between oering the ecient

2

Notice that we assumed g0 = A. If we instead assumed g0 = B the presidential and
the parliamentary systems deliver the same results, i.e. policy oriented executive would
oer g∗ (st ), the oce-oriented executive would oer B , and the parliament would vote
only when A is proposed.
9

policy

g ∗ (st ) or B .

This behaviour arises from two features of our framework:

rst, legislators vote for the ecient policy (as explained above); second, voters only observe the implemented policy. As a consequence the executive is
indierent between any policy proposal when
policy is

st = sA

as the implemented

A.

The above proposition has a striking eect on the welfare analysis. The
ecient policy is implemented in every period and in every state of the world.
Hence, the average probability of doing the right thing is one.

3.2

The parliamentary system

The parliamentary system diers from the presidential one in two constitutional features: in the rst period policies are condence-dependent and
voters observe both the proposed and the implemented policy in every period.

These characteristics shape the incentive schemes the executive and

the parliament face. The parliament now has the disciplining power deriving from the condence vote.

However, this power comes at the cost of a

distortion in the legislators' rst-period incentives. As a matter of fact the
condence vote aects also the probability that the parliament remains in
oce in the second period. For the sake of simplicity we assume that both
bodies face reelection in case the executive policy proposal does not pass the
vote in parliament. Nevertheless, our results hold also in case this happens
with a positive, but small, probability. Policy-oriented legislators maximise
their utility by voting for the ecient policy in both periods. Oce-oriented
legislators react to the uncertainty above described by approving any policy
the executive proposes in the rst period. In the second period this eect
vanishes hence oce-oriented legislators behave eciently.

The aggregate

behaviour of the parliament depends on the type of the legislators, i.e. if the
majority is policy- or oce-oriented. We denote by

Γ

the probability that

the majority of the assembly is policy-oriented, where

Γ=

L
X
+1
k= L−1
2

 
L k
γ (1 − γ)L−k .
k

In this constitutional framework, the executive may face a trade-o between implementing the desired policy and remaining in power.
trade-o is a function of the cost of

A
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Such a

and of the quality of the parliament

Γ.

The following proposition shows the equilibrium behaviours in function

of the mentioned parameters:

In the parliamentary system policy-oriented legislators approve B i st = sB in every period, oce-oriented legislators approve B
always in the rst period and i st = sB in the second period; the executive
behaves according to the following two pure-strategy equilibria:
Proposition 2

a policy-oriented executive proposes the ecient policy, an
oce-oriented executive proposes B in the rst period and the ecient
policy in the second period if cA > 2(ε+Γ)
2−Γ ;

-Equilibrium 1:

both types of executive propose the ecient policy in the
rst and in the second period if cA < 2(εγ+Γ)
2−Γ .

-Equilibrium 2:

The above proposition shows that the parliamentary system performs
like the presidential one when the cost of implementing policy

A

is not too

high, as in both systems the average probability of doing the right thing is
one. Notice that in the rst period this derives from the ecient behaviour
of the executive despite an inecient behaviour of the parliament (contrary
to the presidential system). When the cost of implementing policy

A

is high

enough instead, both bodies behave ineciently in the rst period (for the
reasons above explained) hence the average probability of doing the right
thing is

3.3

3
4

+

Γ
4

+

γ
4

(1 − Γ)

which is smaller than one.

Comparison between the two systems

The presidential system in our framework achieves the rst best, in that it
always induces the implementation of the ecient policy.

In this respect,

the presidential system outperforms the parliamentary one, that achieves
the rst best only when the cost of implementing policy

A

is not too high.

However, the two constitutional setups operate in a complementary way in
shaping the politicians' incentive schemes.
The strength of the presidential system is that it provides an undistorted
incentive scheme to the parliament. When legislators are perfectly informed,
this implies that the parliament corrects any possible misbehaviour of an
oce-oriented executive.
On the other side, the parliamentary system is eective in improving the
performance of the executive, both through a
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disciplining

and a

selection

eect. When the rst type of equilibrium arises, the quality of the proposed
policy in the rst period is the same as in the presidential system, as an oceoriented executive proposes

B

in every state of the world. However, oce-

oriented executives are voted out of oce more often than policy-oriented
ones, hence the selection of the executive improves the quality of the proposed
policy in the second period.

A

If instead the cost of production of policy

is low, the parliamentary system has a disciplining eect on the rst

period behaviour of the executive, which implies that every type of executive
proposes the ecient policy in the rst period.
To understand how these eects inuence the policy determination process, we now consider two parametric examples. In both examples we consider the case in which there is an equal probability that politicians are
policy- or oce-oriented (i.e.

γ=

1
2 , which also implies

Γ=

1
2 ). Under this

assumption, in the presidential system the executive proposes the ecient
policy with probability at least

1
2 in every period; the implemented policy is

always the ecient one because the parliament always votes against

st = sA ;

B

when

nally, the probability that the executive is policy-oriented is

1
2 in

every period. We now analyse the implications of the parliamentary system
in a case of high cost of production of
cases we assume

ε=

Example 1 (high cost).
In this case

cA >

A

and in a case of low cost. In both

1
10 .

2(ε+Γ)
2−Γ

=

Let us rst consider the case in which

cA =

9
10 .

4
5 , hence Equilibrium 1 arises in the parliamen-

tary system. As a consequence, the probability that the executive proposes
the ecient policy in the rst period is
The parliament, however, votes against

1
ability
2 , i.e.

1
4 , as in the presidential system.

B

when

s1 = sA

only with prob-

when the majority of the legislators are policy-oriented, so

the probability that the ecient policy is implemented in the rst period is

7
8

< 1.

Whenever the parliament votes against

B,

new elections are called

for both bodies, and the newly elected politicians are policy-oriented with

1
2 . Hence, the probability that the executive is policy-oriented in
5
1
the second period is
8 > 2 , due to this selection eect. In the second period
13
the probability that the ecient policy is proposed is therefore
16 . In this

probability

aspect the parliamentary system outperforms the presidential one, due to
the better average quality of the executive. In any case the parliament votes
against an inecient proposal with probability one, so the ecient policy
is implemented in the second period. The average probability of doing the
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right thing is therefore

15
16

< 1.

Example 2 (low cost).

cA =

3
10

<

11
15

=

mentary system.

Let us now consider the case in which

2(εγ+Γ)
2−Γ . In this case Equilibrium 2 arises in the parliaAs a consequence, every type of executive proposes the

ecient policy in the rst period, so that the ecient policy is implemented
with probability one.

Notice that this is due to a well behaved executive

which is disciplined by the threat of a negative condence vote; in this way,
the parliament is never active, and the distorted incentive schemes that legislators face do not inuence the policy determination process. As the same
executive remains in power for both periods, the probability that the executive is policy-oriented in the second period is

1
2.

This implies that in

the second period the ecient policy is proposed with probability

3
4 . How-

ever, the parliament corrects any misbehaviour in the second period, and the
ecient policy is implemented with probability one.

4

An example with asymmetric information on the
state of the world.

The examples introduced at the end of the previous section highlight the
strengths and weaknesses of the two constitutional systems. As long as legislators are fully informed on the state of the world, the presidential system always induces the ecient policy due to the behaviour of the well-functioning
and well-informed parliament. Hence, the parliamentary system can at most
match its performance. If we relax the assumption that legislators observe

st , however, the presidential system fails to achieve rst best, and further investigation is needed to understand which constitutional system is the most
ecient one. In this section we show an example in which the parliamentary system outperforms the presidential one when the parliament does not
perfectly observe the state of the world.

σt on the state
2
of the world; the signal has precision
3 and it is observed in each period
We assume that each legislator receives a common signal

before voting on the executive's policy proposal. Formally the signal is as

13

follows:

(
σt =
(
σt =

sA
sB

with probability

2
3,
1
with probability ,
3

if

st = sA ;

sB
sA

2
3,
1
with probability ,
3

if

st = sB .

with probability

Legislators (and voters) perfectly observe

s1

before the beginning of pe-

riod 2, hence legislators update their belief on the executive's type based on
the true realization of the state of the world.

γ = 12 (which
1
3
for any size of the assembly), and ε =
10 ; we allow cA ∈ [ 10 , 1),

As in the previous examples we keep the assumption that
implies

Γ=

1
2

which includes both specications of the previous examples.

4.1

Presidential system

The introduction of asymmetric information on the state of the world does
not change the structure of the equilibrium in the presidential system. However, legislators, who do not observe

st , behave in function of the precision of

their signal. Given such precision, and the executive's equilibrium strategies,
legislators nd optimal to follow the signal (when it contrasts with the policy
proposal) whenever the probability that the executive is policy-oriented is

1
2 , and to approve the proposal in any case when such probability
1
is larger than . This implies that legislators may vote in a dierent way in
2

at most

the rst and in the second period. In the rst period, given our parametric
specication, they follow their signal. In the second period their behaviour
depends on the belief

γ
bp

that legislators hold at the beginning of the second

period. In particular, if the executive has signalled himself as policy-oriented
(γ
b

p

= 1),

legislators approve his proposal regardless of

σ2 .

The following proposition describes the equilibrium behaviour.

In the presidential system with asymmetric information, given
the assumed parametric specication, we have the following pure-strategy
equilibrium:
Proposition 3

-

policy- and oce-oriented legislators reject B in the rst period when σ1 =
sA , and they reject B in the second period when σ2 = sA and (g1e , s1 ) 6=
(A, sA ).
14

-

a policy-oriented executive proposes gte (st , 1) = g∗ (st ), for every period
t = 1, 2;

-

an oce-oriented executive proposes gte (st , 0) = B , for every period t =
1, 2.
In this context the presidential system fails to achieve the rst best, as

legislators do not observe the state of the world but only an imprecise signal
about

st .

As a consequence, the parliament, who still faces undistorted in-

centives, is not as eective as before in correcting the potential misbehaviour
of oce-oriented executives.

4.2

Parliamentary system

The introduction of asymmetric information on the state of the world reduces
the legislators' understanding of the nature of the ecient policy also in the
parliamentary system. In presence of the condence vote this implies that,
contrary to what we had before, a policy-oriented executive may be replaced
if he proposes

B

when the state is

sB

due to an incorrect signal

σ1 .

However,

the parliamentary system still displays a positive selection eect, as oceoriented politicians are more likely to be replaced at the end of the rst
period, and, as a consequence, the average quality of the executive in the
second period is higher than

γ.

The equilibrium structure changes in two main aspects. First of all, the
second period of the parliamentary system leads to the same equilibrium
strategies as the presidential one.

The main dierence, however, rests in

the rst period behaviour. As a matter of fact an equilibrium analogous to
Equilibrium 1 of Proposition 2 does not exist if policy-oriented legislators
play pure-strategies.

Oce-oriented executives nd optimal to propose

B

always only if the probability that policy-oriented legislators reject it (when

σ1 = s A )

is smaller than one. Notice that Equilibrium 2 of Proposition 2

does not exist anymore.
The following proposition describes the structure of the equilibrium.

In the parliamentary system with asymmetric information,
given the assumed parametric specication, we have the following equilibrium:
Proposition 4

-

policy-oriented legislators reject B in period 1 when σ1 = sA with probabilA −3
ity x = 15c
5cA +10 ;
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-

oce-oriented legislators always approve B in the rst period;

-

policy- and oce-oriented legislators in the second period approve B if
(s1 , g1e ) = (sA , A) and follow their signal otherwise;

-

a policy-oriented executive proposes gte (st , 1) = g∗ (st ), for every period
t = 1, 2;

-

an oce-oriented executive proposes g1e (st , 0) = B , for every period t =
1, 2.

4.3

Comparison of the two systems

Let us now compare the welfare, in terms of the expected probability of
implementing the ecient policy, in the two constitutional systems.
The

presidential system

has, in the rst period, a probability of im-

plementing the ecient policy of

3
1 3 2
+ ∗ = .
4 4 3
4
whenever B is proposed,

w1pres =
This is due to the fact that,
according to its signal,

A

σ1 ,

the parliament votes

which is characterised by a precision of

2
3 ; policy

is instead proposed only when it is ecient, and the executive is policy-

oriented, which overall happens with probability

1
4.

In the second period

there is extra information due to the rst period learning. If the rst period
is characterized by

(s1 , g1e ) = (sA , A),

legislators understand that

which happens with probability

1
4 , the

the executive is policy-oriented and proposing

the ecient policy, and approve every policy proposal; if the rst period
is

(s1 , g1e ) = (sB , B),

which happens with probability

1
2 , the legislators do

not learn anything from the rst period behaviour, and the probability of
implementing the ecient policy in the second period is again
rst period delivered

(s1 , g1e ) = (sA , B)

3
4 ; if the

the legislators understand that the

executive is oce-oriented and the expected probability of implementing
the ecient policy is

2
3 . Hence, the overall probability of implementing the

ecient policy in the second period of the presidential system is

w2pres =

1 1 3 1 2
19
+ ∗ + ∗ = .
4 2 4 4 3
24

The average probability of doing the right thing is therefore

W pres =

w1pres +w2pres
2

37
48 . Notice that the presidential system performs better in the second period
than in the rst period, due to the learning process.

16

=

The

parliamentary system

has, in the rst period, a probability of

implementing the ecient policy of

w1parl =



1 1 1 2
1
+ ∗ ∗ x+ ∗
4 4 2 3
2

This is due to the fact that when

B

1 1 2 1 1
+ ∗ + ∗ ∗ (1 − x)
2 2 3 2 3



3
= .
4

is proposed, the parliament votes accord-

2
ing to its signal σ1 , with precision , only when the majority of its members
3

B

are policy-oriented, and approves

regardless of the realization of the sig-

nal otherwise. For this particular precision of the signal the parliamentary
system performs as the presidential one in the rst period.

In the second

period, there is extra information due to the rst period learning, and a
higher probability that the executive is policy-oriented, due to the condence vote in the rst period. If the rst period delivered
which happens with probability

1
4 , the

original

(s1 , g1e ) = (sA , A),

executive is still in power

and recognized as policy-oriented, and the second period probability of implementing the ecient policy is one.

If the rst period is characterized

1
2 , the second period
1
executive has a probability of being policy-oriented of
2 ; this may happen

e
by (s1 , g1 )

= (sB , B),

which happens with probability

either because the rst period executive is still in power (if the assembly approves

B)

or because there is a new executive. Regardless of the mechanism

1
2 ; hence,
3
the probability of implementing the ecient policy in the second period is .
4
e
Finally, if (s1 , g1 ) = (sA , B) two things can happen: if the legislators reject
B , there is a new executive that is policy-oriented with probability 12 , and
in place, the probability of having a policy-oriented executive is

the probability of implementing the ecient policy in the second period is

3
4 ; if the legislators approve

B,

they understand upon observing

executive is oce-oriented and vote according to

σ2

s1

that the

in the second period,

hence the probability of implementing the ecient policy is

2
3 . Overall the

probability of implementing the ecient policy in the second period of the
parliamentary system is

w2parl

1
= +
4



1 1 1 2
+ ∗ ∗ x
2 4 2 3



3 1
+
4 4



1 2
2
1
19
1− ∗ x ∗ =
x+ .
2 3
3
144
24

The average probability of doing the right thing in the parliamentary system
is

W parl =

37
48

+

x
288 .

In this example the parliamentary system outperforms the presidential
one due to the selection eect that the condence vote has in the rst period.
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Note that the asymmetric information assumption reduces the performance of both systems, as it worsens the ability of the parliament to ascertain the nature of the ecient policy. This, however, has a stronger eect
on the presidential system which relies more heavily on the parliament to
implement the ecient policy.

5

Concluding remarks

This paper analyzes the incentive schemes generated by two constitutional
systems, a presidential and a parliamentary one, and their eects on the
implementation of ecient policies over time.
We identify two key dierences between the systems: the presence of the
condence vote and the observability of policy proposals in the parliamentary
system. We nd that the strength of the presidential system is that it oers
undistorted incentives to legislators, thus inducing an ecient behaviour in
the parliament.

The structure of the parliamentary system, on the other

hand, improves the quality of the proposed policy through a disciplining
eect, due to the threat of a negative condence vote, and a selection eect,
as oce-oriented executives are more likely to be replaced.
We prove that, when legislators are fully informed, the presidential system outperforms the parliamentary one in that the ecient policy is implemented in every state and in every period.

The parliamentary system

instead achieves the rst best only when the costly policy
it fails to do so when the cost of

A

A

is cheap, while

is high.

We show that the ranking between the constitutional systems may change
if we reduce the quality of the information that legislators receive. We provide an example in which the parliamentary system outperforms the presidential one and we highlight the mechanisms that generate such a result.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1.

Legislators in the presidential system face

undistorted incentives. Policy-oriented legislators approve
ecient, i.e. when

st = sB .

B

only when it is

As the vote of the parliament does not inuence

who is in oce in the second period, oce-oriented legislators in both periods
maximise their utility by maximising the reputation of the parliament, i.e.
by mimicking the behaviour of the policy-oriented ones. As a consequence
the parliament approves

B

In the second period if

only when

st = sA

st = sB .

both types of executive are indierent

A and B , as in either case the parliament induces the implementation of A. If st = sB both types oer B , which is approved, and nobody
gains by deviating to A because a policy-oriented executive would have both
between oering

a lower utility from the policy and lower rents, and an oce-oriented would
have lower rents.
Given the second period behaviour the same considerations apply to the
rst period strategies. No type can gain from deviating, because the assembly
votes in a way that the ecient policy is implemented and voters observe
only

gt ,

so no deviation can induce a gain in reputation.

Proof of Proposition 2.

The second period behaviour is the same

in the two equilibria. Legislators in the second period face the same undistorted incentives as in the presidential system, hence both types of legislators
approve

B

only when

s2 = sB .

Given the ecient behaviour of the assembly

what matters for the executive is the reputation; as voters in the parliamentary system observe both

the proposed and the implemented policy both

types of executive nd optimal to propose the ecient policy

g ∗ (st ).

In the rst period the parliament faces a distorted incentive scheme. In
particular, while policy-oriented legislators nd still optimal to vote for the
ecient policy (i.e. approve

B

only when

s1 = sB ), oce-oriented legislators

nd optimal to approve any policy proposal so to be in power in period 2.
In the rst period in Equilibrium 1 a policy-oriented executive never
gains from deviation, since there's no gain in utility nor reputation.
oce-oriented executive could instead gain by deviating and oering

st = sA ;

An

A when

for this not to be a protable deviation the following must hold:



1
1 − ΓcA + (1 − Γ) 1 − cA
2





1
+ ε (0) > 1 − cA + 1 − cA + ε (1) ,
2
20

which is satised i

cA >

2(ε+Γ)
2−Γ .

In the rst period in Equilibrium 2 a policy-oriented executive never
gains from deviation, as again there's no gain in utility nor reputation. An
oce-oriented executive could instead gain by deviating and oering

st = sA ;

B

when

for this not to be a protable deviation the following must hold:



1
1 − cA + 1 − cA
2
which is satised i





1
+ ε (γ) > 1 − ΓcA + (1 − Γ) 1 − cA + ε (0) ,
2

cA <

2(εγ+Γ)
2−Γ .

Proof of Proposition 3.

Let

γ
bp

be the updated belief that the

legislators have on the policy motivation of the executive at the beginning of
period two, and

γ
bv

the updated belief of the voters. Notice that

to determine the voting behaviour of the legislators in period

γ
bp is relevant
2, while γ
bv is

relevant to determine the executive's reputation incentives. Moreover in the

γ
bp is an update
γ based on g1e and s1 , while γ
bv is an update of γ based on g1 and s1 , and
1
e.
general g1 may dier from g1 . Recall that we assume γ = .
2
presidential system the two beliefs may dier, given that

Second period.

of
in

Notice that a policy-oriented legislator maximises his util-

ity by voting for what he believes to be the ecient policy given the
executive's proposal and equilibrium strategy, while an oce-oriented
legislator maximises his utility by behaving as a policy-oriented one
in order to maximise his end of period reputation. Given the second
period executive's equilibrium behaviour, if the parliament observes

g2e = B

and

σ2 = s B

it approves

B

because the signal that the leg-

islators receive is compatible with the policy that is proposed by the

g2e = B and σ2 = sA , instead, it
Pr[s2 = sB |g2e = B, σ2 = sA ] in order to decide on its vote.

executive. If the parliament observes
computes

Such probability, given the equilibrium strategies, is

Pr[g2e = B, σ2 = sA |s2 = sB ] · Pr[s2 = sB ]
Pr[g2e = B, σ2 = sA ]
1−ρ
1
=
;
(1)
1−γ
bp ρ
3 − 2b
γp

Pr[s2 = sB |g2e = B, σ2 = sA ] =
=
the parliament approves

sA ] >

B

σ2 = sA
γ
bp > 12 .

after

1
2 , which happens when

21

i

Pr[s2 = sB |g2e = B, σ2 =

We assume that legislators

follow their signal when indierent. Based on the equilibrium strategies, and on the voting behaviour of the parliament the beliefs of the
parliament at the beginning of period 2 are:

γ
bp (A, sA ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = A, s1 = sA ) = 1,
γ
bp (A, sB ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = A, s1 = sB ) = 12 ,
γ
bp (B, sA ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = B, s1 = sA ) = 0,
γ
bp (B, sB ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = B, s1 = sB ) = 12 .
All the above beliefs are derived by Bayes' rule, apart from

γ
bp (A, sB )

which is an out-of-equilibrium belief. We assume that the parliament
in this case holds passive beliefs (that also coincide with voters' beliefs)
and does not update the executive's reputation.
Voters' beliefs are dierent from the legislators' beliefs, as voters do not observe the policy proposal
policy

g1 .

g1e ;

hence, they condition to the implemented

Based on the equilibrium strategies, and on the voting be-

haviour of the parliament the voters' beliefs at the beginning of period
2 are:

γ
γ+(1−γ)ρ
sB ) = 12 ,

γ
bv (A, sA ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1 = A, s1 = sA ) =

=

3
5,

γ
bv (A, sB ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1 = A, s1 =
γ
bv (B, sA ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1 = B, s1 = sA ) = 0,
γ
bv (B, sB ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1 = B, s1 = sB ) = 21 .
Notice that

γ
bv (A, sA ) < 1,

as

g1 = A

could derive both from the

executive's ecient behaviour and from a rejection by the parliament
of the executive's inecient proposal. On the other side,

γ
bv (A, sB ) =

1
2

as the outcome is in this case interpreted as a mistaken rejection by
the parliament of the ecient policy proposed by the executive.

•

s1 = sB . In this case
1
2 so that legislators follow their signal when it is in contrast

Let's consider rst the incentives after

γ
bp

=

with the executive's policy proposal. Notice moreover that in this
situation

1,
B

γ
bp = γ
bv .

A is smaller than
executive proposes B and

The ex-post reputation after

because there are cases in which the
is not approved so that

g2 = A

can be observed even if the

executive is oce-oriented. More precisely we have:

Pr[θe = 1|g2 = A] =

Pr[g2 = A|θe = 1] Pr[θe = 1]
(2 − ρ) γ
bv
4
=
= ,
v
Pr[g2 = A]
1+γ
b − ρb
γv
7
22

and the ex-post reputation after

Pr[θe = 1|g2 = B] =

B

is

2
ρb
γv
Pr[g2 = B|θe = 1] Pr[θe = 1]
= ,
=
v
v
Pr[g2 = B]
1−γ
b + ρb
γ
5

Pr[θe = 1|g2 = A] >

1
2

> Pr[θe = 1|g2 = B], so that
observing the implemented policy A (B ) increases (decreases) the

where

voters' belief on the executive's policy motivation with respect to
the belief

γ
bv

held at the beginning of the second period. Notice

that, given the precision of the signal received by the parliament,

B when the state is s2 =
18
+ (1 − ρ) = 35 , while the expected reputation from
2
4
16
proposing B when the state is s2 = sB is ρ + (1 − ρ)
5
7 = 35 .
e
∗
e
The strategies g2 (s2 , 1) = g (s) and g2 (s2 , 0) = B constitute a
the expected reputation from proposing

2
5

sA is ρ 74

pure strategy NE if no type of executive has incentive to deviate.
A type

θe = 0

could deviate and choose

g2e (sA , 0) = A.

For this

not to be a protable deviation it must be:

which is

A

18
4
2
1 − cA + ε ≥ 1 − cA + ε ,
3
35
7
satised given that cA > ε. The deviation

to

g2e (sB , 0) =

is even less protable, and hence is avoided by the same condi-

tion.
A policy-oriented type never deviates to

g2e (sA , 1) = B

as this

deviation decreases both the utility from policy implementation
and the nal reputation.

g2e (sB , 1) = A.
be:

which is

•

He could however deviate and choose

For this not to be a protable deviation it must

7 1
16
4
− cA + ε ≥ 1 − cA + ε ,
4 3
35
7
satised because of the assumption cA > ε.

Let's now consider the incentives after
In this case
is

0

and

g1e = g1 = B .

γ
bv = γ
bp = 0 so the ex post reputation of the executive

regardless of the policy that is implemented in the second

period.

As a consequence, the oce-oriented executive has no

incentive to deviate from proposing

e
oriented executive never proposes g1

•

s1 = sA

B in every state. A
= B when s1 = sA .

The more complex case to analyse is the case in which

policy-

s1 = sA and

g1 = A, as voters are not able to observe whether the implementae
e
tion of A originates from g1 = A or g1 = B , while the parliament
23

can. As a consequence,

γ
bv =

3
5 , while

γ
bp ∈ {0, 1}.

This may be

an issue, as the legislators' behaviour diers according to their
belief on the executive's type. Hence the ex-post reputations in
this case are

Pr[θe = 1|g2 = A] =

1 v
γ
b
3
Pr[g2 = A|θe = 1] Pr[θe = 1]
= 21 = ,
Pr[g2 = A]
5
2

Pr[θe = 1|g2 = B] =

1 v
γ
b
Pr[g2 = B|θe = 1] Pr[θe = 1]
3
= 21 = .
Pr[g2 = B]
5
2

Notice that none of the possible actions has an eect on the nal
reputation. Hence, none of the executive's types has an incentive
to deviate from their equilibrium strategies, as any possible deviation reduces the per-period utility without increasing the nal
reputation.

First period

A.

In the rst period a policy-oriented executive oers

g1e (1, sA ) =

As discussed above, this implies that the nal reputation is

3
5 re-

gardless of the policy oered in period 2. A policy-oriented executive
could deviate and choose instead

g1e (1, sA ) = B .

For

g1e (1, sA ) = B

not to be a protable deviation the following must hold:

3
3
23 7
4 − cA + ε ≥
− cA .
2
5
9
9
The above condition is always satised by assumption since
A policy-oriented executive could also deviate to

g1e (1, sB ) = A.

cA < 1.
Both ac-

tions induce the same nal reputation. Hence, there is no incentive to
deviate as the deviation reduces the per period utility without increasing the nal reputation.
An oce-oriented executive could deviate and choose

g1e (0, sA ) = A.

discussed above, this deviation implies a nal reputation equal to
moreover, it implies

γ
bp = 1

= B,

3
5;

and the fact that the parliament approves

any policy proposal in the second period.

g1e (0, sA )

As

The equilibrium strategy

instead, implies a nal reputation of

3
5 if the parlia-

ment rejects the rst period policy proposal and a nal reputation of

0

if it accepts it; hence, it implies an expected nal reputation of

Moreover, as

γ
bp = 0,

2
5.

it implies that the parliament follows its own

24

signal in the second period. For

g1e (1, sA ) = A

not to be a protable

deviation the following must hold:

7
2
3
3
2 − cA + ε ≥ 2 − cA + ε.
6
5
2
5
The condition is satised given that

cA ≥ ε.
g1e (0, sB ) = A.
proposals induce γ
bv =

An oce oriented executive could also deviate by choosing

s1 = sB , both policy
1
2 . Hence, this is never a protable deviation as it decreases the

As discussed above, when

γ
bp

=

per period prot without any benet in the second period.

Proof of Proposition 4.
are updates of

γ =

γ

based on

g1e

In the parliamentary system both

and

s1 ,

hence

γ
bv = γ
bp .

γ
bp

and

γ
bv

Recall that we assume

1
2 , which in turn implies that it is equally likely that the majority of

the legislators are policy- or oce-oriented (Γ

e
executive in equilibrium proposes gt (1, st )
e
one proposes gt (0, st ) = B .

=

= 1/2).

A policy-oriented

gt∗ (st ) and an oce-oriented

Policy-oriented legislators, in the rst period, are indierent between following their signal or approving every policy proposal. In equilibrium
they follow their signal with probability

x=

15cA −3
5cA +10 . Oce-oriented

legislators approve every policy proposal. In the second period policyand oce-oriented members of the parliament behave alike: if the executive reputation is
their signal

Second period

1

they always approve, if it is

0

or

1
2 they follow

σ2 .
In the second period policy-oriented legislators maximise

their utility by voting for what they believe to be the ecient policy given the executive's proposal and equilibrium strategy, and oceoriented legislators maximise their utility by behaving as policy-oriented
ones, as in the second period of the presidential system.

Given the

second period executive's equilibrium behaviour, if the parliament observes

g2e = B

it approves

B

after

σ2 = s A

if

γ
bp >

1
2.

Given the equilibrium strategies, the updated reputation at the beginning

25

of period 2,

γ
bv = γ
bp = γ
b

is

γ
b (A, sA ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = A, s1 = sA ) = 1,
γ
b (A, sB ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = A, s1 = sB ) = 12 ,
γ
b (B, sA ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = B, s1 = sA ) = 0,
γ
b (B, sB ) = Pr (θe = 1|g1e = B, s1 = sB ) = 21 .
All the above beliefs are computed via Bayes' rule, with the exception
of

γ
b (A, sB )

which is an out-of-equilibrium belief. We assume that in

this case voters and legislators hold passive beliefs, and do not update
the executive's reputation.

•

If

s1 = sA

a policy-oriented executive enters the second period

with a reputation

γ
b = 1,

and an oce-oriented executive enters

the second period with a reputation

γ
b = 0.

In either case, their

γ
b. Hence an oce-oriented executive nds ope
timal to propose g2 (0, st ) = B , and a policy-oriented executive
e
∗
nds optimal to propose gt (1, st ) = gt (st ).

nal reputation is

•

If

s1 = sB

reputation

each type of executive enters the second period with

γ
b=

1
2 . If the executive proposes

B

the proposal can

be either accepted or rejected by the parliament. As voters observe both the proposed and the implemented policy, the ex-post
reputations are as follows:

Pr[θe = 1|g2e = B, g2 = B] =
=

Pr[θe = 1|g2e = B, g2 = A] =
=

Pr[g2e = B, g2 = B|θe = 1] Pr[θe = 1]
Pr[g2e = B, g2 = B]
ρb
γv
2
= ,
v
v
1−γ
b +γ
b ρ
5
Pr[g2e = B, g2 = A|θe = 1] Pr[θe = 1]
Pr[g2e = B, g2 = A]
(1 − ρ) γ
bv
1
= ,
v
v
(1 − ρ) γ
b + (1 − γ
b )
4

Pr[g2e = A|θe = 1] Pr[θe = 1]
= 1.
Pr[g2e = A]
Notice that the expected reputation when proposing B if s2 = sA
21
12
3
is
3 4 + 3 5 = 10 , while the expected reputation when proposing
7
e
∗
B if s2 = sB is 13 14 + 23 25 = 20
. The strategies g2 (s2 , 1) = g (s2 )
e
and g2 (s2 , 0) = B constitute a pure strategy NE if no type of
Pr[θe = 1|g2e = A] =

executive has incentive to deviate.
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An oce-oriented executive could deviate and choose

g2e (sA , 0) = A.

For

this not to be a protable deviation it must be:

2
3
1 − cA + ε ≥ 1 − cA + ε
3
10
cA
ε ≥ 3. An oce-oriented executive could
e
also deviate and choose g2 (sB , 0) = A. For this not to be a protable

which is satised given

deviation it must be:

7
1
1 − cA + ε ≥ 1 − cA + ε
3
20
which is satised given

cA
ε

≥ 3.
g2e (1, sB ) = A.

A policy-oriented executive could deviate to

For this not to

be a protable deviation it must be:

7
5 1
− cA + ε ≥ 1 − cA + ε
3 3
20
which is satised given

cA
ε

≥ 3.

A policy-oriented executive could also deviate to

g2e (1, sA ) = B .

For this

not to be a protable deviation it must be:

2
3
2 − cA + ε ≥ 1 − cA + ε
3
10
which is trivially satised given

First period

cA < 1.

In the rst period the condition

R>ε

ensures that an oce-

oriented legislator prefers to approve any policy in order to remain
in power in the second period. Policy-oriented legislators in the rst

ρ

period, given the assumption on

and the equilibrium strategies, are

B when σ1 = sA ; in equiA −3
x = 15c
5cA +10 if σ1 = sA . Recall

indierent between approving or rejecting
librium they reject
that

Γ=

B

with probability

1
2 , given that

γ=

1
2.

A policy-oriented executive in equilibrium proposes

e
an oce-oriented one proposes g1 (0, st )

g1e (1, st ) = g1∗ (st )

= B.

An oce-oriented executive could deviate and choose

g1e (0, sA )

= A,

and

g1e (0, sB ) = A

or

because this would ensure being in power in period 2.

He has the greatest incentive to deviate when
higher probability rejection of

B

s1 = sA

because of the

and the additional gain in reputation.

27

For

g1e (0, sA ) = A

hold:

not to be a protable deviation the following must



1
(1 − ρΓxcA ) + (1 − ρΓx) 1 − cA ≥ 2 − cA + ε
2

that is satised as the mixing probability of the policy-oriented legislators,

x=

15cA −3
5cA +10 , is determined as to satisfy the above constraint with

equality.
A policy-oriented executive could deviate and choose
that

γ
b (A, sB ) =

1
2

= γ
b (B, sB ),

g1e (1, sB ) = A.

Notice

hence the second period diers only

in terms of the probability of reaching it. In particular the expected
nal reputation is

1
2

∗1+

1
2

7
20

∗

=

27
40 . The probability of being in

power in the second period is one if the executive proposes

1 − (1 − ρ) Γx

if the executive proposes

B

A

and

as he is voted out of oce

only by a parliament with a majority of policy-oriented legislators and
an incorrect signal.

Hence, for

g1e (1, sB ) = A

not to be a protable

deviation the following must hold:

1 + (1 − (1 − ρ) Γx) − (1 − ρ) ΓxcA


27
1
+ (1 − (1 − ρ) Γx) 1 + (1 − cA + ρ − (1 − ρ) cA ) ε
2
40


1
27
≥ 1 − cA + 1 +
1 − cA + ρ − (1 − ρ) cA + ε
2
40
which given our assumptions on
any possible value of

ε,

and given

cA .

28

x =

15cA −3
5cA +10 , is satised for

